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Abstract

The objective of this study was to determine and discuss various relationships between

symptoms, Post-concussion Symptom Score and Symptom Severity Score, exercise prescription,

and RTL as well as RTP times. These relationships were investigated using a combination of

statistical quantitative and qualitative assessments. The study found that some of the symptoms

presented were related to one another and predominantly only presented in clusters. It was also

found that recovery time generally takes longer than previously reported; more than 30 days vs

the previous standard of 14 days until full recovery. Thus, a general guideline with respect to

recovery times was created that can be provided to athletes, coaches, and other stakeholders,

with the intent of removing some of the external pressures that clinicians face to return athletes

to their sport safely and effectively.

Keywords
Concussion, Post-Concussion Syndrome, Concussion Symptoms, Return to Play (RTP), Return
to Learn (RTL),
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Chapter 1

1.0 Introduction

As many intercollegiate athletes can attest, it is widely accepted that injuries are almost an

inevitable part of the designation. In a Canadian study conducted by Lemoyne et al. (2016), each

season competitive intercollegiate athletes typically experienced two injuries culminating in a

physical complaint or observable damage. Acute injuries were found to be more common in

athletes playing team sports, whereas overuse injuries were more common in individual sports

(Lemoyne et al., 2017). Fortunately, most intercollegiate athletes have access to comprehensive

health care resources should they sustain an injury. Some of these resources include

physiotherapy, athletic therapy, and massage therapy to name a few. This has proven to be very

beneficial to the athletes, returning them to the game very quickly (Kraemer, Denegar, &

Flanagan, 2009). That being said, one injury that is often overlooked is the concussion. 

Concussions are similar to other injuries in that they can have a great impact on an athlete's role

on the playing field. However, what sets concussions apart is that there is usually no outwardly

visible sign yet there are potentially long-lasting effects that can hinder not only a student

athlete’s return to play but also their studies and even activities of daily living (McCrory et al.,

2013).
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Chapter 2

2.0 Literature Review

2.1 Concussion Definition & Epidemiology in Sport
In North America, it is estimated that millions of concussions are sustained annually

(Benedict, 2015). Yet, this injury is still not well defined, nor is it well understood (Benedict,

2015). Typically, when defining an injury, the emphasis is placed on the anatomical and

structural damage of the tissue and organ. With concussions, there is often no objective evidence

of injury. If undertaken, computed axial tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

scans are typically negative for intracranial injury (McCrory et al., 2013). Thus, concussions

guidelines and definitions shift from placing the emphasis on the anatomical and structural

damage to the mechanism of injury, pathophysiological process, functional disruption of the

brain, and symptoms of the patient (Bressan, 2016). The 2016 Zurich Consensus Statement

defines concussions as “a traumatic injury induced by biomechanical forces” (McCrory et al.,

2017). McCrory et al., (2017) goes on to explain other possible features that can be used to

clinically define the injury. Some of the aforementioned features include a direct blow to the

head, neck or other area of the body with the instantaneous pulse transmitted to the head as well

as a range of clinical symptoms that may or may not result in a loss of consciousness (LOC)

(McCrory et al., 2017).

According to the University of Pittsburgh Sports Medical Center, each year there are

approximately 1.6 to 3 million sport-related concussions in the United States (2020). Between

2001 and 2009, the American Department Centers for Disease Control (CDC) found an

emergency room (ER) increase of 62% for youth aged 19 and younger who sustained
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concussions in sport or recreational activities (Clay, 2013). Thus, approximately 1 of every 220

paediatric patients seen in the ER is diagnosed with a concussion (Rose, 2015). At the NCAA

level, between the years 2002 and 2003, concussions accounted for 12.2% of all injuries in ice

hockey, 8% in football, and 4% in all soccer (McCrea et al., 2003).  In a smaller study, Lemoyne

et al. (2017) assessed the rate of injury among Canadian university level athletes and found that

concussions accounted for 20% of all injuries in team sports. This was the second most common

injury in team sports, falling behind sprains, at 57% (Lemoyne et al., 2017).

Historically, researchers have found that the majority of athletes will become asymptomatic in

7-10 days (McCrea, 2003; McCrae, 2013). In separate estimates, it was suggested that 80% of

athletes recover before 3 weeks is reached (Collins, 2013; Schaltz, 2006). However, the findings

of a recent study conducted by Henry et al (2016) suggest that young adult athletes take an

average of 21-28 days to recover when using an interdisciplinary approach and individually

assessing each athlete’s recovery rather than applying a homogenous approach. It should also be

noted that, according to much of the present research, female athletes are at greater risk of

concussions than their male counterparts (Wilcox, 2015; Dick, 2009). Multiple studies have

found that concussions sustained by women are often more severe and result in a greater number

of symptoms than that of men (Broshek et al., 2005; Colvin et al., 2009; Henry, 2016). It has

been hypothesized that these differences between men and women are due to the decreased level

of strength in necks of women, limiting their ability to absorb the impact (Broshek et al., 2005;

Colvin et al., 2009; Henry, 2016). Moreover, in a study conducted by Henry et al. (2016), male

subjects were significantly more likely to be asymptomatic by week 4 than their female

counterparts (Henry et al., 2016), postulating that male athletes have a faster concussion recovery

trajectory than that of female athletes, or that the concussion is less severe altogether.
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2.2 How Do Concussions Occur?
Contrary to popular belief, a concussion is not necessarily caused by a direct blow to the head. 

Put simply, a concussion can be caused biomechanical forces acting on the head, neck, or other

regions of the body that are then transmitted to the head (Clay, 2013; Bentz, 2000; Davies, 2016;

CDC, 2015; Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney, 2001). That being said, until the 1970’s and

1980’s the understanding was that in order for a concussion to occur, the mechanism of injury

was always understood to be a direct blow to the head (Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney,

2001). Notably, Gennarelli et al (1981), created an animal model to replicate a whiplash-like

injury – specifically, a rapid change in the head’s velocity over time. The researchers discovered

that these acceleration-deceleration forces induced “mild” cerebral injuries; particularly,

microscopic examination of brain tissue revealed axonal shear strain injuries upon autopsy

(Gennarelli, Adams & Graham, 1981; Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney, 2001). A shear strain

injury is defined as tearing and/or stretching of an axon. It is this cellular damage which results

in a chemical change, producing the short-term neurological impairment, typically referred to as

a concussion (Davies, 2016). Thus, it was demonstrated that with no overt impact to the head,

trauma to the brain is possible.

Although Gennarelli et al (1981) played a pivotal role in determining that acceleration and

deceleration forces played a role in cerebral injury, this discovery raised many questions, and led

to further research regarding accelerative forces and their correlation to brain injury. In order to

better understand how these accelerative forces can lead to a concussion, Barth et al. (2001)

suggested applying the fundamental Newtonian formulas, particularly to calculate linear and

rotational vector forces. Firstly, deceleration is the key issue when discussing the forces applied

in mild concussion. Specifically, deceleration is the negative acceleration of decreasing velocity
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over time (Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney, 2001). When dealing with linear forces, the

opposite velocity vector may cause the brain to strike against the inner skull in the direction of

travel (Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney, 2001). Moreover, the brain may rebound from the

direction of deceleration and strike the inner lining of the skull once again, but in the opposite

direction (Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney, 2001). When dealing with rotational forces, the

changes in vector of acceleration or deceleration (i.e. rotational/angular forces) complicate the

sum of forces being brought on the brain (Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney, 2001). Although it

is more challenging to apply the fundamental Newtonian formulas, it is evident that when

dealing with angular acceleration, the number of contacts or scrapes the brain may sustain within

the skull is likely to rapidly increase. That being said, although there may be no true coup or

contrecoup injury, the size of the axonal injury and shear strain injury can be larger when

significant rotational forces are applied to the brain (Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney, 2001).

It is important to recognize that many real-world head impacts consist of both linear and

rotational forces, but the impact of these forces have been primarily researched independently

(Rowson & Duma, 2013).  

These laws of acceleration can be used to protect athletes. They allow scientists to calculate the

“cushioning” effect required by equipment to maximize the distance of deceleration; specifically,

increasing the distance of deceleration reduces the level of momentum transferred to the head

and the brain (Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney, 2001; Daneshvar, Baugh, Nowinski, McKee,

Stern, & Cantu, 2011). Helmets are often thought to be one of the primary pieces of equipment

related to concussion prevention by the general public. However, they are actually designed to

pass standards based on their ability to prevent skull fractures, major traumatic brain injuries, and

death (Rowson & Duma, 2013; Daneshvar, Baugh, Nowinski, McKee, Stern, & Cantu, 2011).
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Although Barth, Freeman, Broshek & Varney (2001) suggest that the increased surface area

applied to the head by adding a helmet increases the amount of force that is absorbed and

therefore protection, Daneshvar et al. (2013) suggests that rule changes, concussion education,

and proper training are more effective preventative measures in the immediate future.

2.3 Pathophysiological/Neurological Consequences

Concussions are sometimes referred to as minor traumatic brain injuries (mTBI) (Moy, 2013;

Davies, 2016). Although these terms are commonly used interchangeably, some researchers see

them as two distinct entities (Bressan, 2015). When a concussion occurs, it is followed by a

series of complex processes. It is these agents that can severely impact the cerebral function7. As

previously mentioned, a concussion occurs when there is an acceleration of the brain causing

damage, typically, at a cellular level. When an external mechanical force occurs, a shift occurs

in both the intra- and extracellular environments of the brain cells (Moy, 2013). As a result,

amino-acids are released in an ionic shift resulting in Na+/K+ ATPase activation (Moy, 2013;

Bentz, 2000; McCrea et al., 2003; Rose et al., 2015). This activation in turn, causes the body to

intentionally create a state of hyperglycolysis in an attempt to meet the cellular energy demand in

the brain (Moy, 2013; McCrea et al., 2003). However, at this point, cerebral blood flow is

diminished, which is often referred to as an energy crisis (Moy, 2013; McCrea et al., 2003). An

energy crisis in the brain leads to a wide variety of issues such as mitochondrial dysfunction,

diminished cerebral glucose metabolism, and altered neurotransmission (McCrea et al., 2003).

Clinically, this results in neurological impairments, decreased cognitive function, and somatic

symptoms (McCrea et al., 2003).
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2.4 Concussion Evaluation & Diagnostic Techniques

One of the fascinating yet troubling features about concussions that has intrigued many

specialists and researchers is that every concussion is unique (Moy, 2013). Some athletes may

show symptoms of a concussion immediately after the injury, while symptoms in others may be

delayed from minutes to hours from the time of initial impact (Moy, 2013).  That being said, not

only the timeframe but the symptoms themselves may also vary from one person to another. 

When diagnosing a concussion, physicians must be aware of the various potential ways that a

concussion may affect an individual, as not all signs and symptoms are somatic. Many

individuals sustaining a concussion have been known to display cognitive and behavioral

symptoms (Table 1) (Moy, 2013).

Table 1: Signs and symptoms of concussions in the acute phase (Moy, 2013; Bentz et al.,

2000)

Somatic Cognitive Behavioural
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o   Nausea
o   Vomiting
o   Dizziness
o   Balance/coordination
issue
o   Visual disturbance
o   Photophobia
o   Phonophobia
o   Headache
o   Fatigue
o   Lethargy
 

o   LOC
o   Post-injury
disorientation
o   Posttraumatic
amnesia
o   Mental fog
o   Concentration issues

o   Anxiety or
nervousness
o   Depression
o   Irritability
o   Sleep disturbances

 

Although many aspects of concussions still remain unclear, there have been major breakthroughs

in research over the past two decades, both physiologically and clinically (McAllister & McCrea,

2017). Prior to the rise of neuropsychological testing, the widely accepted best practice

management technique involved physicians advising athletes of complete rest until

asymptomatic by self-report (Comper et al., 2012; McAllister & McCrea, 2017). This meant that

the attending physician was completely reliant on the subjective symptoms as an indication of

recovery (Comper et al., 2012). The increased knowledge of concussion signs and symptoms

that has been gained in recent years has led to sporting organizations using this as leverage to

create standardized protocols and promote the dissemination of knowledge (McAllister &

McCrea, 2017). This, in turn, has immensely impacted the way health practitioners view and

manage concussed patients (. Some concussion management tools were created to provoke and

determine the existence of underlying symptoms, while others were to provide practitioners with

an objective measurement of the impact that a concussion has on an individual, particularly when

compared to baseline data. This baseline data serves as a tool for the practitioners to measure the

patient’s progress towards their recovery.
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i. Concussion Symptom Inventory: Post-Concussion Symptom Score & Symptom

Severity Scores

Post-concussion symptoms have complex relationships between somatic, psychological and

cognitive systems, making it challenging for physicians and care providers to fully understand

(Polinder et al., 2018). Thus, the concussion symptom inventories play important roles in the

diagnosis and management of concussions (Kontos, Elbin & Schatz, 2012). To complete a

symptom inventory, a list of 21-23 symptoms are listed and athletes with suspected concussions

are asked to indicate which symptoms they are experiencing and the severity by circling the

appropriate number on a 7-point Likert scale (with absent symptom being 0, and severe being 6).

The total number of symptoms an individual is experiencing is the Post-Concussion Symptom

Score (PCSS) and the total sum of all of the ratings for symptoms is referred to as the Symptom

Severity Score (SSS). The highest possible score for the PCSS is 23, while for the SSS it is 138.

ii. Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing

Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing, more commonly known as

ImPACT, is a computerized neurocognitive battery of tests that is broken into three discrete

sections: demographic/health questionnaire, Post-Concussion Symptom Score, and 6 test

modules (Schatz et al., 2006; Henry, 2015). The test modules are intended to evaluate memory,

attention, learning, processing speed and reaction time (Henry, 2015). This, in turn, provides the

healthcare worker with 4 composite scores: verbal and visual memory (defined by percentage
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correct), visual motor processing speed (where higher score indicates better performance), and

reaction time (measured in seconds) (Henry, 2015).  

In a study completed by Schatz et al. (2006), they investigated the sensitivity and specificity of

ImPACT. They found that it was a very effective tool, as it was not subject to large practice

effects, unlike many paper-pencil tests (Schatz et al., 2006). Researchers also found that the

concussion severity correlated with a greater deviation in score from the baseline assessment

(Schatz et al., 2006). Thus, Schaltz et al. concluded that the ImPACT served the purpose of

assisting physicians to improve their ability to diagnose and treat concussion patients. That being

said, there has been growing criticism regarding computerized neurocognitive tests (such as

ImPACT) by clinicians and researchers regarding the testing validity (Henry et al., 2016). As

mentioned by Abeare, Messa, Zuccato, Merker, & Erdodi (2018), there has been limited research

conducted on the values attained during baseline testing for ImPACT. Furthermore, there is a rate

of failure at baseline for younger athletes that challenges the validity of the ImPACT as a whole

(Abeare, Messa, Zuccato, Merker, & Erdodi, 2018).

iii. Vestibular Ocular Motor Screen

The Vestibular/Ocular Motor Screen (VOMS) was developed at the University of Pittsburgh

Medical Centre to determine patient vestibular and oculomotor impairments – symptoms that are

commonly missed (Mucha et al., 2014). This is done by assessing each aspect of the vestibular

oculomotor movements and obtaining a patient-reported symptom provocation score (Mucha et

al., 2014). The five assessments of oculomotor performance include smooth pursuits, horizontal,

vertical, and diagonal saccades, vertical and horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex, and visual motion

sensitivity (Henry et al., 2016). An in-depth summary of the tests is provided in Table 2.
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Table 2: Vestibular-Oculomotor Screening Test Descriptions (Henry, 2015)

Test Functional Ability

Smooth Pursuits Follow a slowly moving target without moving head

Saccades- horizontal, saccades-vertical,
saccades-oblique

Eyes to move between targets without head movement in
each directional plane

Vestibular-ocular reflex (VOR), horizontal;
VOR, vertical

Stabilize vision during head movement in each directional
plane

Visual motion sensitivity test Inhibit vestibular-induced eye movements using vision and
motion sensitivity

Near-point convergence Fixate eyes on an object as it moves closer to one’s nose

iv. Buffalo Concussion Treadmill Test

The Buffalo Concussion Treadmill Test, commonly referred to as the BCTT, was developed at

the University at Buffalo and is currently the only functional test that has been shown to safely

and reliably diagnose physiologic dysfunction (Leddy & Willer, 2013). Researchers chose to

base the BCTT upon the Balke cardiac treadmill test for a multitude of reasons. Particularly, the

gradual increase in workload has been proven safe for patients with both cardiac and orthopedic

problems. Given the wider usage of the test, research has found that there are mild benefits of

moderate cardiovascular exercise such as improved brain function in concussed individuals

without contraindications (Alderman et al., 2007, Leddy & Willer, 2013).  .

2.5 Prognosis & Recovery

Due to the heterogeneous nature of concussions, it often comes with a myriad of symptoms, and

the presentation varies from case to case (Collins, 2013). Some athletes may have multiple
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symptoms, while others may only have one symptom. Although the academic and clinical

community is still working to gain a greater understanding of concussions, there is a general

acceptance regarding risk factors that typically have an effect on concussion recovery time. The

primary (premorbid) risk factors include existing concussion history, migraine, learning

disabilities, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, sex (female), and age (<18) (Cancelliere et

al., 2014; Schatz, 2006). The secondary/prognostic risk factors include post-trauma migraine

symptoms, immediate dizziness, and sub-acute fog (Cancelliere et al., 2014).

i. Return To Play

There are also ongoing discussions as to the timeframe recovery window - particularly when it

comes to returning to play (RTP) after a sport related concussion (SRC). Many previous studies

quoted a typical 7-10 day recovery span (McCrory et al., 2013; McCrory et al., 2017). However,

in the past decade, there have been more emerging studies suggesting that athletes take upwards

of 21 days to fully recover and RTP (Henry et al., 2016; McCrory et al., 2017; Bronsen et al.,

2018; D’Lauro et al., 2018).

Understanding that the academic and clinical knowledge of concussions is constantly evolving, a

Concussion in Sport Group was formed with the intention of creating best-practice models for

understanding and rehabilitating the SRC (McCrory et al., 2017). The most recent consensus

statement was published in 2017 by McCrory et al. and it outlined a six step graduated RTP

model. It is important to note that 24-48 hours of physical and cognitive rest should take place

post-concussion before beginning the model, and that 24 hours of rest occur after performing

each step before moving on to the next progression (McCrory et al., 2017). Moreover, if
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symptoms worsen during any stage, the athlete should go back and try the previous step before

attempting to move forward again (McCrory et al., 2017)

Table 3: Graduated Return to Play Protocol (McCrory et al., 2017)

Stage Aim Activity Goal of each step

1 Symptom-limited
activity

Daily activities that do not provoke
symptoms

Gradual reintroduction of work/school
activities

2 Light aerobic activity Walking or stationary cycling at
slow to medium pace. No resistance
training

Increased heart rate

3 Sport-specific exercise Running or skating drills. No head
impact activities

Add movement

4 Non-contact training
drills

Harder training drills, eg, passing
drills. May start progressive
resistance training

Exercise, coordination and increased
thinking

5 Full contact practice Following medical clearance,
participate in normal training
activities

Restore confidence and assess
functional skills by coaching staff

6 Return to sport Normal game play

ii. Return To Learn

Although a lot of research has gone into learning how to adequately and safely move athletes

through the RTP process, the same attention has not been paid to the Return to Learn (RTL)

process (Halstead et al., 2013). That being said, it is well known and accepted that early

cognitive exertion after a concussion can, much like early RTP, substantially extend the time

that it takes and individual to fully return to school/the learning environment (DeMatteo et al.,

2015; Halstead et al., 2013; McCrory et al., 2017). Although a widely standardized approach

for RTL does not formally exist, the Ontario Physical Activity Safety Standards in Education

created a Return to school program, which includes a RTL progression (Ontario Physical
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Activity Safety Standards in Education, 2020). This model was created using The Canadian

Guidelines on Concussion in Sport (2017) and the Berlin Consensus Statement for

Concussion in Sport 2016 and, similar to the Consensus Statement, each stage lasts a

minimum of 24 hours, before progression to the next stage (Ontario Physical Activity Safety

Standards in Education, 2020). Moreover, the student will regress to the previous stage should

new/worse symptoms occur. Table 4 outlines the various stages and the associated activities

permitted and discouraged.

Table 4: Graduated Return to Learn Protocol (Ontario Physical Activity Safety Standards in

Education, 2020)

Stage Aim Activities Encouraged Activities Discouraged

Initial Rest 24-48 hours of cognitive
rest

Short board/card games
Short phone calls
Crafts
Photography (with camera)

Tv
Technology use
Video games
Reading
School work/attendance

Stage 1 Light cognitive activities
Gradually increase to 30
minutes cognitive activity

Moves to next stage when:
Tolerates light cognitive
activity for 30 minutes
without new/worsening
symptoms

Previous stage activities
Easy reading (ex. magazines)
Limited TV

Drawing/puzzles
Some social contact

Technology use
School work/attendance

Stage 2 Slowly add cognitive
activity as permitted
When light activity is
permitted, add school work

Moves to next stage when:
Student tolerates the
additional cognitive
activities

Activities from previous stage
School type work in 30
minute increments
Crosswords, word puzzles
Sodoku etc
Limited technology use,
starting with short periods and
gradually increasing

School attendance
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Stage 3a Student begins with initial 2
hours of school
Individual RTL plan
developed by a
collaborative team to meet
student’s needs

Moves to next stage when:
They can tolerate up to ½
day of cognitive activity
A school concussion
management plan has been
created

Activities from previous stage
Up to 2 hours of school work
with breaks, working towards
a ½ day of cognitive activity

Tests/exams
Homework
Large loud gatherings
Music class
Field trips

Stage 3b Student attends ½ time
school, slowly increasing
attendance time, and
increasing schoolwork

Moves to next stage when:
they can tolerate up to 4-5
hours of cognitive activities
as listed

Activities from previous stage
4-5 hours of schoolwork/day
in smaller chunks
Homework - up to 30 mins
Classroom testing with
accommodations

Standardized tests/exams

Stage 4a Full school with minimal
adaptations
Nearly normal workload

Moves to next stage when:
Student can tolerate full day
of school and almost normal
workload with limited
adaptations

Activities from previous stage
Routine school work as
tolerated
Minimal adaptations of
learning strategies
Homework - 60 minutes/day
Limit routine testing to 1/day
with accommodations

Standardized tests/exams

Stage 4b Full day school with no
adaptations

Normal cognitive activities
Routine school work
Full curriculum
Standardized tests/exams
Full extracurricular
involvement

None

2.6 Purpose

The purpose of this study was to explore and discuss various relationships between concussion

symptoms, PCSS and SSS scores, exercise prescription, as well as RTL and RTP times based on
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data collected from chart reviews. It was hypothesized that the athletes’ symptoms, PCSS &

SSS, and treatments will have a direct correlation to their RTL and RTP time. Specifically, it was

hypothesized that an increased PCSS and SSS score would result in a longer RTL and RTP time.

Moreover, it is hypothesized that the time to RTL and RTP would be greater than 14 days.
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Chapter 3

3.0 Methods

3.1 The Research Team
The research data was obtained from a group of health professionals with specialized training in

concussion management. This group included one chiropractic doctor, one medical doctor with a

specialization in sports medicine, and a registered kinesiologist. This group had expanded their

practice and took on the responsibility of providing care to collegiate athletes at Laurentian

University. Thus, it is important to note that the Varsity Medical Coordinator – a trained

paramedic – was a pivotal member of the concussion management group in this setting. Not

only was the Medical Coordinator informed of all injuries, but they played a large role in

managing, referring, and setting up athletes’ appointments with health professionals. It is also

important to note that all training and injury management information was provided by the

Varsity Medical Coordinator. Moreover, managing collegiate concussions and injuries as a whole

extends far beyond the primary care providers. Each of the varsity teams had at least one student

trainer. This individual was generally the initial point of contact when a suspected concussion

occurred. The team trainer typically had regular interactions with the athlete and played a large

role through their rehabilitation process – particularly when monitoring their return to play.

Lastly, this process was approved by the Laurentian University Research Ethics Board

(2015-07-12).
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3.2 The Participants

All participants in this study were varsity athletes sustaining a concussion in the 2016/17 that

have voluntarily agreed to take part in this study. All teams participating in our study underwent

baseline testing during the pre-season. At baseline testing, athletes had the choice to consent to

their information being available for research purposes should they sustain a concussion during

the playing season. It is important to note that athletes’ consent did not affect the standard of

care provided. 

3.3 Baseline Testing
The baseline pre-screening consisted of a variety of concussion assessment tests, and an

extensive medical history questionnaire that included concussion history, pre-existing

neurological issues, as well as medical conditions. The assessment tests used were SWAY

(sport), ImPACT, and a SHIFT questionnaire that tested near point convergence. If the athlete

“failed” a questionnaire (score <15 on one or both questionnaires) their near-point convergence

was tested and recorded by either a physician, chiropractor, athletic therapist, or kinesiologist.

This did not exclude any athletes from participating in the study.

3.4 The Management Approach
Given that over the past 3 decades there has been a surge of concussion research outlining the

importance of appropriate management in both academia and the media, there has been a cultural

shift towards the acceptance of the severity of head injuries. Being in a smaller community

without the resources of a larger urban center, a group of health professionals detected this gap in

care and developed a multidisciplinary approach to concussion management. Being the only true

concussion management team in the area, a few of Laurentian University’s varsity teams

recognized the importance of concussion management and requested their services. During the
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first athletic season (2015-2016), a total of four teams opted to receive the service provided:

men’s hockey, women’s hockey, men’s basketball, and women’s basketball. The concussion

management team was generally well received by the coaches that sought concussion care of

their athletes during the season. For the 2016-2017 athletic season, it was extremely valuable that

the Varsity Medical Coordinator took on the responsibility of coordinating baseline testing,

managing communication with student trainers, coaches, and scheduling assessment times for

the physician. The healthcare team also took the season changeover as an opportunity to

standardize their charting methods. Thus, all members of the management team used Cliniko –

an online care management system. This ensured that all practitioners were able to review the

other treatment provider’s notes, improving the continuity of care that each athlete received. 

Moreover, frequent emails were sent to trainers, coaches, and the healthcare team members

providing an update of the athlete’s status.

In the 2016-2017 season, a total of six teams opted to receive the service provided: men’s soccer,

women’s soccer, men’s hockey, women’s hockey, men’s basketball, and women’s basketball.

After confirming a date, the student-athletes then completed the baseline testing as described

above. A formal education piece was not provided this year.

When a suspected concussion was sustained, either during practice or gameplay, the team student

trainers contacted the varsity medical coordinator directly. The medical coordinator would assign

a kinesiologist to supervise ImPACT (Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive

Testing). The neurocognitive assessment tool, ImPACT, was used to compare the athletes’

post-concussion score to their baseline score. This test was typically completed the evening prior

to the initial assessment. Athletes were given academic accommodations relative to their
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symptom and level of cognitive impairment which falls in alignment with Henry et al., (2016).

This was communicated to professors through both Academic Accessibility and the students. A

note was also sent listing the accommodations required as stated by the attending physician.

The physician came to campus Tuesday mornings to perform initial and/or follow-up

assessments. The physician was provided with a space that had been set-aside for clinical

assessments. In addition, the chiropractor also attended Tuesday mornings and met with any

patients that the physician felt would benefit from cervicogenic treatment. The diagnosing

physician would take a brief history of the injury, including mechanism of injury, signs and

symptoms exhibited/noted immediately after injury, and medical staff/witness reports. After

completing a general physical neurological screen, the treating physician would then complete

VOMS with the patient (Table 5). The VOM Screen helped the physician identify any

vestibular/ocular-motor deficiencies. If these exercises recreated symptoms or if the athlete

experienced an increase in symptoms (self-reported scale of 1 to 10) when completing any of the

tests, the athlete needed to retrain the affected neurological pathway. In order to do so, the

physician prescribed exercises tailored to strengthen the particular deficiency. Typically, these

exercises required the athlete to practice the movements that challenged their vestibular

oculomotor system at a decreased pace, with the goal being to create the athlete’s symptoms by

no more than 2 points on the self-reported 10-point scale.

Table 5: Blank VOMS Grading Sheet
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Vestibular/ Oculomotor Test Headache Dizziness Nausea Fogginess Comments

Baseline Symptoms

Smooth Pursuit

Saccades (Horizontal)

Saccades (Vertical)

Saccades (Oblique; top left, bottom
right)

Saccades (Oblique; top right, bottom
left)

VOR Horizontal Speed: 
180 bmp

VOR Vertical Speed: 
180 bmp

Visual Motion Sensitivity Speed: 
50 bmp

Near Point Convergence Score
#1__cm
Score
#2__cm
Score
#3__cm

*Symptoms are ranked on a 0-10 Likert scale

After extensive research, an additional diagnostic tool was added to the team’s repertoire: The

Buffalo Concussion Treadmill Test (BCTT). This assessment tool was added to determine

whether, physiologically, the patient has recovered from their concussion. This test was

conducted by a kinesiologist as instructed by the treating physician. There were two instances

that this test was typically utilized; The first being if the patient felt symptom free at rest and was

ready to begin the RTP process (Leddy et al., 2011). If the BCTT did not provoke symptoms, the
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athlete could begin RTP, starting in Stage 3. The second instance occurred if the athlete

potentially had post-concussive symptoms (3 weeks symptomatic) and the health practitioners

were looking to determine whether the symptoms stemmed from a physiological standpoint

(Leddy & Willer, 2013). In both instances, the test also helped to determine a safe level of

physical exercise (Leddy & Willer, 2013).

Athletes were closely followed by the R.K (registered kinesiologist) and the M.D (as well as the

C.D, if appropriate) throughout their recovery. The athletes were also required to complete the 6

Stages of RTP successfully (McCrory et al., 2017). In order to successfully progress, the affected

athletes were required to successfully complete the activity/activities noted at each stage without

having symptoms during the successive 24 hours. The first four stages were led by the R.K and,

once the athlete successfully passed stage 4, they had an M.D appointment for medical clearance

so that they may enter and complete a full-contact practice, symptom free (Stage 5) before

returning to game-play (Stage 6). Athletes that experienced symptoms at any stage of the RTP

protocol could be held at that stage until they were able to successfully tolerate that level of

activity. If symptoms were to arise, the R.K would work with the M.D to develop an appropriate

training regime to aid in the athlete's recovery. Typically, this included regressing a stage but

included small increases and additions to the intensity and variety of activities. It is important to

note that, largely, the progression from Stage 4 to 5, and Stage 5 to 6 was dependent upon the

coaching staff, even if the athlete received medical clearance. It is also important to note that

athletes were given academic accommodations relative to their symptom and level of cognitive

impairment (Henry et al., 2016).
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The method of data collection was chart review of the athletes participating in the study during

the 2016-2017 season. In order to obtain the data, one of the acting health-care practitioners

reviewed the charts of the concussed athletes. The principal information that was extracted from

the charts was date of injury, date of diagnosis, date of medical clearance, date of return to learn

(if applicable), and date of return to play completion. The practitioner also noted whether the

particular athlete had any prognostic factors, and how many points of contact the athlete had with

any member of the concussion team. It is important to note that as information was collected,

each athlete was assigned a numerical code to preserve anonymity.

3.5 Data Analysis
Data came from a chart review at the end of the athletic year. One of the healthcare professionals

(HCP)/researchers reviewed the chart notes of the consenting athletes that had sustained a

concussion during the 2016-2017 athletic season. Data included the date of injury, date of intake

appointment, return to play start date, date of medical clearance, and date of return to learn (if

applicable). The researcher also identified whether the healthcare practitioners determined the

athlete to have any prognostic factors for a longer recovery. In addition, the number of clinical

interactions that each health care practitioner had with each participant was calculated and added

to the chart. It is important to note that once the information was collected, a 6-digit numerical

code was assigned to each participant to preserve confidentiality. 

After collecting all the data and placing it into a chart, two athletes were ultimately removed

from the data set. In regard to the first athlete, the patient was determined to have been

incorrectly diagnosed with a concussion when in fact it was a whiplash that occurred. The second

athlete later confirmed they were untruthful about their initial symptoms, complicating their RTP

calculations. 
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A summary chart was then created to outline the symptoms that the participants experienced, the

highest PCSS & SSS values for each participant, and how many days it took for the individuals

RTP & RTL.  These are complemented by descriptive statistics. This included looking at the

mean PCSS, SSS, RTP & RTL; the most common symptoms experienced, the least common

symptoms, and if there were any symptoms that were never experienced.  

3.6 Statistical Analysis

All analyses and figures were produced using RStudio (RStudio | Open Source & Professional

Software for Data Science Teams).

To gain a greater understanding of PCSS & SSS and the relationship with RTP & RTL. The

normality of PCSS, SSS, RTP and RTL was determined. Only PCSS was determined to be

normal in its current state. After using a logarithmic transformation for the remaining variables,

normality was achieved for statistical testing purposes.

To explore the relationship between PCSS and RTP a regression model was created, listing each

athlete’s PCSS recorded score in relation to the day in the recovery process they were in. The

researchers thought it would be valuable to assess both the time to RTP as well as the time until

symptom free (SF), as time to RTL was inconsistently recorded. After carefully assessing the

output and plot, it was evident that one athlete’s data was skewing the graphs. The explanation

for this outlier: that athlete had not presented their concussion to the medical team until
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approximately day 30 post event. After removing that participant’s data, the plots were assessed

and compared to the current literature. In addition to the exponential regression models that were

created, a linear mixed model was used to plot individual recovery trajectories. This was done to

control for the fact that as each athlete had multiple data points from injury to recovery.
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Chapter 4

4.0 Results
The objective of this study was to determine and discuss various relationships between

concussion symptoms, PCSS and SSS scores, exercise prescription, and RTL as well as RTP

times. The hypothesis that PCSS & SSS had a predictive relationship with RTP & RTL times

was confirmed.

4.1 Descriptive Results
The current study had a total of 18 athletes enrolled. One athlete’s data was removed as the

healthcare practitioners retrospectively misdiagnosed a neck injury as a concussion. An

additional athlete’s data was also removed because they had reported being symptom free to the

physician when that was untrue. During this time they sustained a second concussion and, after

entering into treatment, they failed to follow-up. Thus, a total of 16 athletes remained. All of the

assessed athletes had neurocognitive testing performed prior to their initial assessment with the

physician and cleared the BCTT before returning to sport.

Concussed patients ranged from 18-24 years of age and of the 16 athletes assessed, 8 were male

and 8 were female. Six of the athletes were from the soccer team, 4 from basketball, 4 from

hockey, 1 from lacrosse, and 1 from the rowing team. All of the athletes experienced a

concussion in a sport setting.  The average PCSS was 10.94 +/- 5.70 with the highest reported

score being 19, and the lowest being 1.  The average SSS was 24.13 +/- 19.51. The highest

reported severity score was 75, and the lowest was 1.  Ten of the 16 athletes were at risk for

protracted recovery, all of which had experienced a suspected concussion in the past and one

athlete self-reported a learning disability as well as a previous concussion.
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The most common symptoms were headache (experienced by 14 participants), followed by

“pressure in head” (12), “feeling slowed down”(11), and “fatigue”(11). The least commonly

experienced symptoms were “nausea” (3), “visual problems” (3), “difficulty remembering” (2).

Lastly, the symptom “vomiting” was not experienced by any of the athletes. The mean number

of days it took to RTL was 22.19 +/- 23.24 days: one athlete took 2 days, while another took 101

days.  The mean time it took athletes to RTP was 30.25 +/- 28.76 days.  

Table 6: Review of Symptom Occurrence Rates

Most Common Symptoms Headache (14), Pressure in head (12), Feeling slowed down
(11), Fatigue (11)

Least Common Symptoms Nausea (3), Visual problems (3), Difficulty remembering (2)

Symptoms Never Occurring Vomiting

Table 7: Review of Post-Concussion Symptom Scores

Mean 10.9

Median 10.0

Highest 19

Lowest 1

Table 8: Review of Symptom Severity Scores
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Mean 24.1

Median 21

Mode 22

Highest 75

Lowest 1

4.2 Assessing Correlation Coefficients

The next step was determining the relationships between symptoms, with a 2-way correlation. It

is important to note “whether a subject experienced a symptom” or not was denoted by numbers

1 and 0, respectively, rather than the score for each individual symptom (out of six). First, after

inputting the appropriate data into RStudio, a 2-way correlation matrix was computed, displaying

the correlation coefficients between the possible pairs of symptoms. The matrix was then

completed with the significance levels for a spearman correlation, due to the non-parametric

nature of the data. The data was then formatted into two different models in order to simplify

viewing. The first (Table 9) was symbolic number coding of the matrix, allowing the reader to

quickly identify the various correlation coefficient ranges. The latter (Table 10) was a 4-column

chart displaying each possible pair, the relative correlation coefficient (r), and the p-value.
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Table 9: Matrix of Correlation Coefficients

1 This image depicts all of the potential coefficients as denoted by the symbol and colour depicted in the legend. N/A is red, 0-0.3 is white,

0.3-0.6 is orange, 0.6-0.8 is yellow, and 0.8-0.9 is green, and 0.9 to 1 is blue.

1
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Table 10: (Partial) Chart of Correlation Matrix Coefficients & Significance Values
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The Matrix of Correlations (Table 9) provides a visual that allows the reader to quickly assess

253 unique correlation coefficients. Looking at the table, it was evident that the correlation

coefficient set was |0.3| - |0.6| for 97 symptom combinations, |0.6| - |0.8| for 20 symptom

combinations, and |0.8| - |0.9| and |0.9| - |1| for 1 symptom combination..  

Using the Chart of Correlation Matrix Coefficients & Significance Values (Table 10), the

r-values of interest from the previous chart can be identified along with their p-values. The

p-values were broken into 3 categories of significance: 0.1 >p>0.05, 0.05>p>0.01, and p<0.01,

and tallied, regardless of their r-value. In the first category, there were 23 symptom

combinations, and 17 in both the second and third categories. Of those 52 listed p-values, only

19 had an associated r value of |0.6 <|. None of the 52 listed values had a p-value greater than

0.05, however 17 had a p-value less than 0.01. Two notable combinations of symptoms are

feeling “slowed down” & trouble concentrating, as well as nausea & visual problems. The first

combination has an r-value of approximately 0.8704 and a p-value of 1.16e-5 (p<0.01). The

combination of nausea and visual problems results in an r-value of 1, and a p-value of 0,

suggesting a perfect correlation. 

4.3 The Association between PCSS & SSS and Recovery Times

Next, four relationships were explored using regression models: PCSS and days until Symptom

Free (SF), PCSS and RTP, SSS and SF, and SSS and RTP. The relationships were graphed in the

format of “Time (Days) vs Score (PCSS/SSS)”.  

The first relationship that was tested was “Days until Return to Play” vs “PCSS”. When

completing the initial plot, it was evident that one subject’s data was skewing the potential plots. 
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Figure 1: Initial Return to Play Plot using PCSS

This athlete did not report their symptoms until approximately 30 days after the initial contact,

while all other individuals had their intake appointment 1-4 days post incident. Thus, this

individual’s data was removed from the data set, resulting in the following:

Figure 2: Days to Return to Play vs PCSS
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Next, after assessing Figure 2, it appeared as though there could either be a linear relationship or

an exponential relationship. The linear model produced Figure 3 below:

Figure 3: Assessing the linear relationship between time to RTP and PCSS

Below, Figure 4, is a graph representing the exponential relationship between Time to Return to

Play vs Post-Concussion symptom score.

Figure 4: Assessing the exponential relationship between time to RTP and PCSS
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The processes used to formulate both the linear and exponential graphs and formulae were

adopted to investigate the relationship of Symptom Free vs PCSS, RTP vs SSS, and SF vs. SSS.

Investigating Symptom Free vs PCSS:

Figure 5: Assessing the linear relationship between time to Symptom Free and PCSS
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Figure 6: Assessing the exponential relationship between time to SF and PCSS

Investigating RTP vs SSS:

Figure 7: Assessing the linear relationship between time to RTP and SSS
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Figure 8: Assessing the exponential relationship between time to RTP and SSS

   Investigating SF vs SSS:

Figure 9: Assessing the linear relationship between time to SF and SSS
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Figure 10: Assessing the exponential relationship between time to SF and SSS

Although these graphs produced general recovery trendlines, they are not to be quantified with a

formula. This is because each patient interaction was a data point. In order to correct this, a

Limited Mixed Model was created to aid in assessing the relationships between PCSS/SSS and

RTP/SF. The models are listed below.
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Figure 11: Limited Mixed Model Assessing PCSS and Days until RTP

Figure 12: Limited Mixed Model Assessing PCSS and Days until SF
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Figure 13: Limited Mixed Model Assessing SSS and Days until RTP

Figure 14: Limited Mixed Model Assessing SSS and Days until SF
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Chapter 5

5.0 Discussion

This study was an exploratory research analysis, investigating relationships among symptoms,

PCSS and SSS values, exercise prescription, and RTL as well as RTP times. Specifically, it was

hypothesized that the presentation of particular symptoms would have a direct relationship with

the PCSS and SSS scores as well as RTL and RTP. Specifically, the relationship between PCSS,

SSS and RTP, RTL, & SF was analysed.

5.1 Phenotypes and recovery times.

A qualitative review of recovery times, indicates a potential parallel between athletes that had a

shorter RTP time versus athletes that required more time to RTP. Asken et al. (2016, 2018) found

that athletes that were immediately removed from sport following a sport related concussion

suffered less severe acute symptoms. The researchers also found delayed concussion reporting

served as a predictor for protracted recovery, as it increased RTP by an average of 4.9 days

compared to their immediate removal counterparts. The two athletes who had the longest

recoveries, 124 & 55 days until RTP, had extenuating circumstances that extended their recovery

time. The first female athlete did not report symptoms for more than 30 days. The second athlete

had reached a symptom score of 0 and was preparing for medical clearance when she was hit in

the head by a ball as a spectator, resulting in a recurrence of symptoms. In the case of the two

women in the current study, the RTP time was delayed by much more than 4.9 days. Thus, if

these two athletes were to be excluded, the slowest recoveries were male athletes (51 & 41 days).
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The woman who took 124 days to recover was most heavily affected by the cognitive and

emotional phenotype, while the woman who took 55 days to RTP experienced the greatest

disturbance in the sleep phenotype. One of the male athletes was most affected by the sleep

phenotype while the other, emotional phenotype. The Center for Disease Control &

Prevention(n.d), recognizes four symptom phenotypes: thinking/remembering (cognitive),

physical (somatic), emotional/mood (psychiatric), and sleep (insomnia). Keeping in alignment

with the four CDC phenotypes, the collected data/symptoms were categorized to fit this model.

After qualitative assessment, a few patterns were observed. Firstly, the two fastest recoveries

were by male athletes. Moreover, for those recoveries, the somatic phenotype was the only

affected phenotype upon assessment by the physician. Each of these athletes took less than 1

week to recover. It was also noted that the two slowest recoveries were female athletes whose

physical phenotype was least affected, relative to that of the other phenotypes. Lastly, including

the previously mentioned two athletes who also had extenuating circumstances affecting their

recovery as well as the next two slowest recoveries, all of these athletes experienced a minimum

of 66% of the sleep phenotype symptoms. Thus, the limited sample suggests that phenotype can

have an influence on recovery time to some degree. However, given the sample size it cannot be

said conclusively whether the patterns observed can be applied to the greater population.

5.2 Recovery Trajectory

The 2017 Consensus in Sport Group stated that although the previously expected time to RTP

was approximately 14 days, there was a large amount of evidence suggesting that many athletes

in the early studies had returned to sport before they were asymptomatic (McCrory et al., 2017).

The current study found that out of the sixteen athletes that were followed and returned to play,
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only 6 athletes recovered within 14 days, and 43.75% (7) recovered within 3 weeks. It was also

found that 9/16 of the athletes(56.25%) recovered within 4 weeks. Similarly, Henry et al. (2016) 

found that 45.5% of all athletes recovered in 3 weeks, while 56% were symptom free by the 4

week mark. Moreover, when assessing Figures 3-10 and reviewing the data presented by Henry

et al. (2016), it has been deemed reasonable to expect most athletes to recover within 1 month of

injury, however some student athletes will have symptoms persisting >1 month (McCrory et al.,

2017). The current study supports this view, as 5/16 athletes took greater than 1 month to

recover. That being said, it is important to note that one athlete who did not recover in 1 month

failed to report their concussive episode until 1 month after injury. This delay can lead to

increased recovery time and increased risk of post concussive syndrome (Breton et al., 2018).

When assessing the exponential graphs (Figures 4, 6, 8, 10), it is clear that, particularly when

looking at the findings of the Symptom Free figures, that as time approaches 30 days post-injury,

PCSS and SSS values dramatically decrease. A similar effect appears to occur with Figures 4 &

8, when assessing RTP times. As time to RTP approaches 30-40 days, again PCSS & SSS values

experience a dramatic drop in values. Thus, RTP appears to be about 10 days later than symptom

free, on average. In a study conducted by Meehan et al (2013) analyzing predictors of recovery

in paediatric patients, they found that PCSS upon initial assessment was independently a

predictor for prolonged recovery (>28 days). A similar study completed by Meehan et al (2016)

was completed using adult patients. They also found that higher PCSS upon initial assessment

was directly associated with recovery times >28 days (Meehan et al., 2016). The results of these

studies fit in accordance with Figures 3-6 where athletes typically took 30-40 days to recover

fully. These findings can provide practitioners with some insight into how long the recovery

process may take. In a previous study, an overwhelming majority of 64.4% of health
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professionals have agreed (either “somewhat agree” or “strongly agreed”) that they have felt

pressure from athletes to clear them for contact before they were ready (Kroshus et al., 2015). On

average, 53.7% of all professionals have felt pressure from coaches while 61.1% of female

professionals have experienced pressure by coaches to return athletes to play (Kroshus et al.,

2015). Thus, this trendline could serve as a general guide for healthcare professionals to show

athletes and coaches, as to what they can expect, where they fall on the trendline and whether the

number of initial symptoms suggest a longer or shorter recovery trajectory.

Similarly, when comparing the PCSS and SSS graphs and formulae produced in the current

study, it was found on both occasions that the PCSS graphs had a better fit than that of the SSS. 

Although the data produced equations denoting the relationship between RTP and PCSS,

professionals should be cautioned to not to use this information to predict recovery times.

However, there may be value in using the aforementioned graphs to follow the trend line to

determine if individuals are recovering slower or faster than predicted, and then the treatment

process can be adjusted accordingly.

The Linear Mixed Model (LMM), on the other hand, does not recognize the same relationships.

Although it is apparent that symptoms decrease overtime, it can be inferred from the LMM that

there are periods of time where recovery is rapid, and where it slows down. It is also apparent

that some athletes recover rather quickly while others require a longer period of time.

Particularly in Figures 12 & 14, it was evident that there was a rapid decrease in symptoms in the

first 15 days for many of the athletes, but those that took longer to recover had a decrease in their

PCSS and SSS values at a very different rate. The quadratic model displayed in Figures 11 & 13
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illustrate a very general model, where recovery progress was slower for athletes with a longer

time to RTP and SF.

In the research conducted, males and females experienced the same number of concussions.

Although the study did include 1 lacrosse male athlete, in which there was no comparable

women’s team, one female varsity rower was also enrolled in the study after experiencing a

concussion. Thus, excluding these two individuals to look at the specific male to female ratio

across comparable sports (soccer, hockey, and basketball), the ratio is 1:1. In the same study

conducted by Henry et al (2015), researchers saw that male athletes were significantly more

likely to be asymptomatic by week 4 than their female counterparts. This was also proven true in

the current research study. Males were found to recover in an average of 18 days, whereas

females were found to recover in 43.75 days. Even after eliminating the outlier female that took

124 days to recover, the female population still took an average of 32.29 days.

5.3 Limitations

Firstly, the location of this project posed some issues and challenges that were unique compared

to many other studies. Being in Northern Ontario, it is important to understand that the same

resources are not available that other urban communities have, for example access to

professionals such as specialized optometry is limited. Moreover, there are very few concussion

recovery management teams in Northern Ontario, and the only one true team in Sudbury,

Ontario.
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In addition, the sample size was small with only 16 patients enrolled in study, thus the power of

the study is relatively weak. The small sample size can also be attributed to the location of the

project. Being a university in Northern Ontario, the school has a lower student population, as

well as fewer teams. Therefore, the role of individual symptoms which has previously been

associated with recovery are somewhat inconclusive. The same can be said for treatment

modalities. 

Working with university athletes also presented its own set of unique challenges. Firstly, as

athletes RTL, clinicians had to work around the class schedules of their patients, so meeting with

patients on a regular basis became challenging. Moreover, illustrating the limited resources issue,

clinicians were only onsite once a week (typically Tuesdays). Follow-ups were off campus, for

which athletes had to find transportation to the clinic. In addition, some of the challenges can be

attributed to working around exams and holiday schedules, as many athletes would return to their

respective homes over the course of the winter break. This could result in a period of almost two

weeks that the clinicians would not be able to meet and work with the athletes, whether it be

progressing their treatment or working on their RTP progress. In order to manage this, all of the

clinicians attempted to create a plan and regime of treatment exercises for the athletes to

complete while away. If athletes were working on the stepwise RTP process, the Kinesiologist

would stay in contact with the athletes and create a training program accordingly.

It is also important to consider that, historically, concussions are underreported. In accordance

with the findings of Delaney et al. (2015), athlete’s often do not volunteer their symptoms after

sustaining a potential concussion for fear of negative repercussions and not being allowed to

play. Moreover, in a retrospective study with post-secondary education varsity athletes, the

research findings that only 50% of these athletes actively sought medical attention after a
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presumed concussion (Delaney, Lamfookon, Bloom, Al-Kashmiri, Correa, 2015;

Register-Mihalik, Guskiewicz, Valovich McLeod, Linnan, Mueller, Marshall, 2013). The most

common reason for not seeking care was that the athletes “did not feel the concussion was severe

/serious and felt you could still continue to play with little danger to yourself” (Delaney,

Lamfookon, C., Bloom, Al-Kashmiri, Correa, 2015). Delaney et al (2015) found that the next

most common reasons for hiding symptoms were “fear of negative repercussions with coaching

staff” (20 out of 92 athletes) and “fear that diagnosis would affect standing with the team” (30

out of 92 athletes). Therefore, it is possible that, in our case, there were more varsity athletes

that had concussions throughout their season but refused to report them. However, the clinicians

held an educational session with each team after baseline testing to promote awareness of the

risks of concussions and detrimental effects that hiding symptoms can have. The expectation was

that this education would improve overall symptom reporting.
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Chapter 6

6.0 Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to determine and explore relationships between symptoms and

RTP and RTL time. It was hypothesized that the athletes’ symptoms, PCSS & SSS, would have a

direct correlation to their RTL and RTP time. Specifically, it was hypothesized that an increased

PCSS and SSS score would result in a longer RTL and RTP time. The research study allowed us

to develop a general trendline linking PCSS and recovery times.

When reviewing relationships between symptoms and recovery, it was evident that as PCSS

increased, so did the time to RTP and RTL. That being said, due to sample size, we were unable

to determine the strength of the relationships at hand. Further research into the effect of

prescribed therapies with a larger sample size could provide physicians and healthcare

professionals vital information to further guide their treatment planning for individuals with

concussions.

As previously mentioned, comparing time until RTP and SF with PCSS and SSS outlined a

recovery trajectory. That being said, professionals should be cautioned to not use this

information to predict recovery times. However, there may be value in using the aforementioned

graphs to follow the trend line to determine if individuals are recovering slower or faster than the

average population. A study conducted by Kroshus et al. (2015) assessed the pressures that

attending health professionals (AT’s and Physicians) experience from other non-health

professionals to return an athlete back to play after sustaining a concussion at the collegiate

level. This is particularly important so that stakeholders and athletes can be provided with some

level of objective time projection, removing pressure from the attending healthcare practitioners. 
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In summary, it was evident from this study that recovery time (RTP & RTL) generally takes

longer than previously reported; more than 30 days vs the old standard of 14 days until full

recovery. Thus, clinicians are provided with a general guideline with respect to recovery times

that can be provided to athletes, coaches, and stakeholders alike. This guideline will hopefully

remove some of the external pressures that clinicians face to return athletes to their sport,

allowing each clinician to provide the best care possible to each athlete.
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Appendix A: Stepwise Regression

A series of stepwise regressions were used to investigate the relationship between symptoms,

PCSS & SSS and treatments and RTP & RTL. Specifically, it allowed the researcher to look at

which independent variables such as symptoms and treatments/exercises had the most significant

impact overall on the dependent variables, PCSS and SSS as well as RTL and RTP, assessing the

cause-and-effect relationship. The final output equations are listed below.

When looking at the equations that the stepwise regressions created, it can be seen that 11 of the

23 symptoms were determined to have a strong “effect” on both the participants overall PCSS

and SSS. Moreover, there were six symptoms that were evident in both equations: Balance

problems, feeling “slowed”, irritability, light sensitivity, feeling “not right”, and headache. 

A similar assessment can be made when comparing the interventions and their impact on RTP

and RTL. Although there were two plausible regressions for both dependent variables, SNAGs

(Sustained Natural Apophyseal Glides) were determined to have a notable impact in each

equation and in both RTP and RTL.

Formula 1: Forward Regression Assessing Symptoms Relationship with PCSS

lm(formula = PCSS ~ BalanceProblems + Slowed + Irritability + Sleep Trouble + 
    Light + Numbness + Sound + Pressure + NotRight + Headache + 
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    Sadness, data = Concussion)

Formula 2: Forward Regression Assessing Symptoms Relationship with SSS 

lm(formula = logSev ~ Irritability + Pressure + Light + Not Right + 
    Nervousness + Fatigue + BalanceProb + Concentration + Neck Pain + 
    Slowed + Headache, data = Concussion)

Formula 3: Backwards Regression Assessing Interventions’ Relationship with RTP

lm(formula = logRTP ~ Targets + Pursuits + ChinTuck + DNFE + 
    SNAG + CSMob + Nose + EyeTrack + BCTTFail, data = Concussion)

Formula 4:“Both” & Forward Regression Assessing Intervention Relationship with RTP

lm(formula = logRTP ~ SNAG, data = Concussion)

Formula 5: Backwards Regression Assessing Interventions’ Relationship with RTL

lm(formula = logRTL ~ Targets + Pursuits + Xs + ChinTuck + DNFE + 
    SNAG + CSMob + Nose + EyeTrack + Proprio + BCTTFail, data = Concussion)

Formula 6: “Both” & Forward Regression Assessing Intervention Relationship with RTL

lm(formula = logRTL ~ BCTTFail + ChinTuck + DNFE + SNAG, data = Concussion)


